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A pipeliacd image processor selectively i n t c r c o ~ t s  
modnles in a column of a twodimensid array to 
modula of the next colpmn of the array of modules 
though M,N, where M is the number of modules in one 
dimension and N is the number of modules in the other 

(10.11) for A a d  B inputs, two convolvers (l2,13), a 
binary functioa opaator (IS). a naghborhood compari- 
son operator (14) which produces an A output and an 
output selector (16) which may select as a B output the 
output of my one of the components in the module, 
irrCluding the A output of tk neighborhood CompILfiSoll 
opaator. Each module may beconwctcd to as many as 

majority always in a Merent row that is up (or down) 
in the array for a generally spiral data path around the 
torus thus formed. The bioary function operator (15) is 
implemented as a look-up table (20) addrrssed by the 
moat signifhut 8 bits of each 12-bit argument. The 
table output includes a fuaction value and the siooes for 

1571 ABsrRAcr 

. .  duectloe Each module includes two input selc!ctors 

eight modules in the mrt column, preferably -with the 

mtapokr'tion of the two arguments by multiplying the 4 
least sigdicant bits in multipliers (21) and (22) and 

das(23)and(M). 
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PROGRAMMABLE PIPELINED IMAGE 
PROCESSOR 

ORIGIN OF -ON 

fonnancc of work under a NASA contract, and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 
202) in which the Contractor has elected not to retain 
title. 

BACKGROUND OF THE I " T I 0 N  
This invention rektestoavideaimageprocessor,and 

more partmddy to a Pr0gramm;rbie pipdhai image 
p- for feature ertlaction 0. 

computaircd vbion systems require an - 
amount of d8taprocasing. This sccmstobeespeci.lly 

the form of an image often thousand!3 of fandmmltal 
operations must be paformcd for each pixel (PiFtUrr 
element), and rvpically thae arc around a hundred 
t h o d  pircls per image frrmc Real timC pmcasing 
at a rate of 30 or 60 images pa second thaeforr may 
require a processing specd of a m d  ~O~OopaatioaJ per 
second. Conventional computer architectura (of the 
Von Neumaan type) arc not m t l y  ceppblt of ap 
propching these speeds. T ~ c  W VonNe~manaa~r-  
putas arc two or mark ordas of magnitude too slow 
for typical problems in real-time computer vision. 
There is therefore a d  for a d - t i m e  image proc& 
sor capable of featurr urtractlon . andotherlow-kvd 
vision analysis. 

The soiution to tbis large data proassing Mcd is 
generally thought to be some fonn of paraud pnxxss- 
ing, so that a large number ofaxnp~tatbd dmrmts 
operating simultalKo* can acchkve thc 
ratcs. (For rrviemofpurlldprocessanseD. Etch- 
&, "A Study of hdkl ArchitaZures for Image Un- 
deRtandang Algorithm&" m ISG Report 104 (R. 
Nevati., Editor), pp. 133-176, Umvmity of sonthaa 
California, Oct. 19. 1983, and A. P. Reeves. "Paralkl 

(1984). pp. 68-88.) There arc several ways in which the 
naxssrry p a r a l l h  can be achieved. 

One way is to u s e a m u l t i p L i  'on s&cam multi- 
ple-data-strram (MIMD) system, which M)lksists of 
many Von Neumann machines operating on different 
p.rts of the SMe problem and comm-g thir 
results to each other. Such a rnultipmcasor system may 
be approp&tc for thc high-level portion of powerful 

portions of the vmmu task, such asystem is not cost-&- 

The i n v ~ ~ t i ~ ~  d - i  herrin W.S m d ~  in the-- 

trite for the low-leVd tath in which thc W M Jtin in 

Computer Archi- for Image ptocaan . &IC"- 
puta  Vision, Graphics, and Image Procaaa g 25 

f ~ m  hion HOWCVC~, for thc loW-lWel 

fective. This is becrruse loW-leVd vision tuks contain 
computatiom that arc performed almost identically 
over t h e e n t i r r ~  and it iswutdUl to use thefull 
power of genaal-purpose procc!wrs to do tbesc rrpai- 
tive task& 
Awther typc of pyallel computcr is the single 

iastnrction stream mdtipkbm-strcam (SIMD) system. 
In such a system arithmetic units for each portion of the 
image frame (perhaps each pixel) perform the same 
operations simultaneously under the control of a master 
ptocessor. If there is an arithmetic unit for each pixel, 
such a system is fairly convenient to w and is very fast. 
However, the cost is high. For example, a parallel pro- 
cessor described by J. Strong, "NASA End to End 
Data System, Massively Parallel Proccsor," God& 

Space Flight Center, May 30,1980. was built for NASA 
by Goodycar Aerospace and is possibly the most pow- 
erful computer of this type so far. It contains 16,384 
arithmaic units, which occupy 2048 chips, and costs 

5 several million dollars. It is arranged as a 128-by-128 
array, and can add the elements of OIK 12-bit array to 
those of another 12-bit array in 3.7 microseconds. which 
corresponds to 4 . 4 ~  109 operations per second. 

Another approach is a pipeiined-image processor. 
10 which proccsscs the pix& sequcntiaUy as they are 

. y, at the normal video scanned usually, but not necessanl 
rate. Thepamllclismcanthcnbe built into the device so 
that it performs more than one arithmetic operation for 

and SOM can bedone in a pipetined fashion in which 
one Operation is being done on one pixel while the next 
opaotion is being done on the previous pixel, which 
already has had the first operation performed on it. Also 
no time is spent decoding instructions while this pro- 
ccssiug is going on, because the same operations are 
performed over and ova .  at least for one frame inter- 
val, and no access time for the data is needed. 
This pipelimd type of system can be far less expen- 

25 sive tbpn an SIMD system, becaus~ it require a number 
of pnxxsSing elemam dependiag on the number of 
stepr in the algorithm insttad of depending on the size 
of the image, ard the formcr is usually a few orden of 

30 magnitude less tban the lam. It usually is not as fast as 
an SIMD system, but it can process an entire image in 
OM frame interval (normally 1/30 sccoml or 1/60 sec- 
ond), and is thus suitable for real-time applications. If 
the number of stcps in the algorithm exceeds the num- 

35 baofproccssingekmen~ separate passcscan be made 
to comp~a t  t ie  algorithm.  his requires extra frame 
intervals and perhaps additional time for reprogram- 
mingthedevicc 

pgliacd-imogc processors have becn built in the 

computatiom that they can do. They do not include the 
full ntnp of desired computatio~~~, and what they do 
include often is not fully prognunmable. Furthermore, 
their computational power faUs short of what is needed 

45 for many tasks What is desired is a programmable sys- 
tem that wiU perform elaborate computations whose 
exact nature is not fued in the hardware and that can 
handle multiple images in parallel. 
The main problems in designing such a programma- 

% ble pipelined system are in choosing a set of fundamen- 

k impkmtnted in the desired quantity at a reasonable 
cost, and finding a practical way of interconnecting 
these operators that allows sufiiciently general pro- 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
In accordance with this invention. image-pipelining 

p r e g  of the data is accomplished using an array of 
60 idenhcal programmable computing modules intercon- 

nected in a two-dimensional toroidal arrangement; the 
computing elements employing convolves, neighbor- 
hood comparison operators. binary function operators 
using look-up tables with interpolation, input selectors, 

65 and output selectors. The input and output selectors are 
used for selectively cascading computing elements from 
column to column in the array, selecting up to two of a 
plurality of rows for the input data so that data may be 

e h  ~~xcI. Some Of these operatioas c811 be donC ~imul- 
l5 tlacourly on corraponding pixels in parailel data paths 

g past. However. they arc very reJtricted in the kind of 

tal operations that are sufficiently general and that can 

55 gramability. 
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used for computation of zero crossings of Laplacian 45 
(the trace of the determinant of the matrix of second 
derivatives) and the Hessian (the determinant of the 
matrix of second derivatives, sometimes called the 
Gaussian curvature). 

ble binary function generator in the modules based on 
look-up tables with as many as two arguments and lin- 
ear interpolation of the arguments. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

In accordance with the concept of the invention in its 
broadest aspects, a pipelined image processor shown in 
FIG. 1 is provided with an array of programmable 
modules for functions that may be applied to neighbor 60 
pixels of each pixel on each pass through the processor. 
The new value of each pixel is determined by a process 
carried out by modules selectively connected in cascade 
under program control of a host computer (not shown). 
Successive ones of selected modules 1,l through N,M 65 
(where the first digit of a pair of digits used to identify 
a module signifies a column number and the second 
digit signifies a row number in the matrix of NM mod- 

FIG. 7 illustrates the organization of the programma- 50 

55 

3 
selectively routed through paths in the array involving 
different computing elements programmed to perform 
different operations. Although all of the computing 
elements in the arrays are identical, they may operate 
differently because of programming in the input selec- 
tors, the two convolvers that receive separate data in- 
puts, a binary function operator that receives as many as 
two arguments of the binary function to be performed 
by the table look-up operator, a neighborhood compari- 
son operator receiving its input from the binary func- 
tion operator, and a selector which may select as the 
Output of the computing element the output of any one 
of the included components, with appropriate delays. 
The binary function generator is implemented with 
limited memory capacity, and is therefore limited to 
fewer addressing bits than present in the convolver 
outputs. Therefore only the most significant bits are 
used to address the memory, and the less significant bits 
are used to interpolate the output of the look-up table. 
Each output includes the slopes of the function stored in 
the table for the two arguments (independent variables). 
an.d the least significant bits of the two arguments are 
multiplied by the respective slopes and the products are 
added to function value read from the table. 

The novel features that are considered characteristic 
of this invention are set forth with particularly in the 
appended claims. The invention will best be understood 
from the following description when read in connection 
with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 illustrates a pipelined image processor in ac- 

cordance with the present embodiment utilizing an 
array of identical modules configured as shown in FIG. 
2. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of each module in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 illustrates a preferred embodiment for each 

module (having two 12-bit outputs A and B) fanned out 
to modules of the next column in the array. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the two-dimensional toroidal inter- 
connection topology of the modules of an array. 

FIG. 5 illustrates one example of the w of a single 
module as a Sobel operator with thinning. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example of an array of modules 

4 
des) perform successive iterations in one pass. Central 
to the concept is the use of programmable modules in a 
two-dimensional array. For greatest flexibility in pro- 
gramming the system, all modules are alike. 

Thus the pipelined image processor is comprised of a 
plurality of modules interconnected in two-dimensional 
toroidal form, Le., interconnected from module to mod- 
ule in the horizontal dimension (as viewed in FIG. 1) 
back to the input, and interconnected from a module in 
a given row and column of the array to a module in 
another row of the next column for the second toroidal 
dimension. The modules are implemented as shown in 
FIG. 2. 

Each module has two input selectors 10, 11, two 
convolvers 12, 13, a nonlinear neighborhood compari- 
son operator 14, a binary function generator IS imple- 
mented as an interpolated look-up table coupling the 
convolvers 12, '13 to the neighborhood comparison 
operator 14, and an output selector 16 to select, as an 
alternative to the output A of the neighborhood com- 
parison operator, a second output B which may be the 
output of any component in the module, including the 
neighborhood comparison opdrator, as shown in FIG. 
2. Thus, each module includes: two outputs, a first out- 
put A from the neighborhood comparison operator, and 
a second output B from a selector which may be pro- 
grammed to select the output of any component within 
the module, including two input selectors, a first input 
selector 10 for selecting as an input A the output A of 
any one of eight modules, and the second input selector 
for selecting as an input B the output B any one of 
several modules, as illustrated in FIG. 3. Each module 
of a column in the array may thus feed a number of 
modules in the next column. 
. For convenience in implementing the selectors using 
standard logic gates, and to constrain the number of 
electrical contacts on each module, the fan out capabil- 
ity is limited to eight, i.e., each module may feed eight 
modules in the next column as shown in FIG. 3. The 
direction of main data flow is thus from left to right in 
FIG. 1 and back through the left column from the right 
column in a toroidal configuration as shown by the solid 
arrows for the two topologically equivalent forms illus- 
trated in FIG. 4, where the dotted line shown represents 
input-output switches. Note that the flow of data is 
always advanced from one column to the next in the 
same or different row(s), but in general more to an 
upper (or lower) row to effectively define a helical path 
around the torus. Although such is not necessary con- 
ceptually, it is advanced in this way (column to column) 
in order to aid in fitting an algorithm into the available 
modules as it wraps around the torus, Le.. for conve- 
nience in programming. 

The system, shown in FIG. 1 receives one or more 
video images as they are scanned, already in digital 
form, from external image buffers (not shown) or 
through A/D converters from TV cameras (not 
shown), and processes them in one or more modules. It 
performs pipelined operations on them as specified by a 
host computer (not shown) which presets the modules 
and feeds the results back into the image buffers. In 
principle, the operations include convolving with vari- 
ous specified functions; arithmetic functions such as 
addition, subtraction, multiplication. division, square 
root, maxima, and minima; unary table look-ups to map 
pixel values to new values; and nonlinear neighborhood 
operations to do such things as finding local maxima. 
minima, zerotrossings, directional maxima and minima, 

, 
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thinning, and gro- The delays caused by the pro- point computatiom are practical. However, the tabk 
cesring arc taken into account upon reloading the bd€- look-up approach allows a compression of the dynamic 
en. If sufli&nt procesing cannot k done in one pass, range with such operations (perhaps by Using the square 
the results stored in a buffer from a previous pass can k root or logarithm), so that 12 bits arc adequate. A direct 
usedagain, butitisexpcctcdthatmostdesiredcomputa- 5 binary 12-bit table look-up is impractical, but doing a 
tioas c81~ k done in one pass (one frame interval plus binary &bit look-up with linear interpolation for the 
additional pipeline delays) through the array of mod- low-ordcr 4 bits is reasonable, as described in detail 
ules. hereinafter with reference to FIG. 7. 

Although it would be desirable for some applications The nonlinear neighborhood operahorn are per- 
to have the ability to convolve the images with fairly 10 formed by a neighborhood comparison operator de- 
large frmcdoas, it is impmctid at present to fit such a scribal in more daail in a copending application Ser. 
convolver on OIK VLSI chip. Therefore, the pnsent No. 06/815,099 titled NEIGHBORHOOD COMPAR- 
invention anploys only My-3 CoIIvolvm (aU identic4 ISON OPERATOR iiled concurrently, which com- 
but with individually prognunmrble weights), as dis- pares the nine p k h  in the neighborhood to a fued 
closed in a copendine applkation Ser. No. W81S.106 15 threshold or (for the surrounding eight pixels) to the 
titled CONVOLVER filed amcumutiy. However, center pixcl to produce nine bits of information. Two 
using several of these in wious series aud parallti ann- more bits arc appended to indicate the oddeven pixel/- 
binatiolrs can prodace the e f f e  of using larger con- line positiOn of each central pixel in a 3x3 window. A 
volvas This is practiml because of the fact that the function of thore eleven bits is then used to determine 
d d  functions usually arc one of two types: d ZU whether the 12-bit output of the operator is to be (1) the 
functions (3-by-3) used for such purposcs as differentia- center p ix4  (2) the bit-wise lo+ OR of the surround- 
ti0a and large flmctmm ' used for smoothing. The but ing agh t  pixels or (3) a function of thesc eleven bits of 
smootbhg fimction noruully is some approximath to infomation. By suitably programming the operator, a 
theGarrman ' fhctkm, and the Gaussian fuIsction has variety of operatioas (some of which are mentioned 
the advantages that it can k factorrd into one- 25 ab0ve)caubeperformed. 

THE MODULE dimensional functionsand that it can beapproximated 
by convolving several small functions in series. Either 
fact (cspc&Uy the latter) allows a good approrimatiOn The economic advantages of having many identical 
to tlie two-dimcnsonrl ' Gaussian function of moderate units connected in a regular way outweights (in the near 
size to k produced by using a plurality of M y 3  con- 30 term, at least) the in&cicnt usc of extra hardware on 
volven in cascade Any 0-d function cau each unit Thus, it is desirabk to have general, program- 
be produced easily from these small CoILvolvas. (Al- mable elements of each basic type (convolvers, binary 
though any tw- function can be produced functions, and neighborhood comparison operators) on 
in principle, it is impmctid for large funaions that do each module. S i  the binary function needs two data 
not have SpeCLt propatics such as the Gaussian func- 35 paths. the smallest module would have two inputs feed- 
tion.) It should k noted that the precision of digitired ing a binary function, which in turn feeds a convolver 
hages usually is only 8 bits, but that more pncisiOn can and then a neighborhood operator. However, e&- 
kcrcatcdbysmoothm . g. For this reason and kcaure of tion of Dimple algorithms (e.g.. edge detection) suggests 
the hcreasc in dynamic mge produced by some corn- that two convolvers (one on each input) ahead of the 
put.tiOm, 12 bits arc used in the input and output of the 40 binory function is much more useful than having a con- 
convolvers (as dacribed in detail in the aforesaid c e  volva after the function. This is especially true since 

the coIIvolvers arc relatively iaurpemive compared to 
One approach to the arithmetic functions is to have the amount of manory needed for the large look-up 

separate hardware adders, multipliers, e&. Another table used in the current approach to the binary func- 
approach is to w a table look-up which can be pro- 45 nons, so that adding a convolver does not greatly in- 
grammcd for any parti& function desired. Each of mase the cost of the modular unit. The two mputs to 
these approaches has its advantages. The advantages of the binary function via convolvers are denoted AC and 
the Jeparatc hardware functions arc that they require BC in FIG. 2. 
less circuitry and that they can k rcprogyammcd The'intcrconncction of the modular wts requwes 
quickly by changing the switches that collllcct them. u) some flexibility in the routing from one stage of the 
several of the functioas could fit on one VLSI chip, pipelim to the next. If one visualizes columns of modu- 
~herras OIIC bok-up tabk requires mauy chips (far too lar units, all synchronized, as being a stage of the pipe- 

%high precisiOn is needeed). The advantages of the line, then a flexible interconnection scheme to the next 
l ~ k - u p  table arc its uniformity, its grrater ease of de- column rcquins that the output of a module in some 
sign (it USO) standard memory chips, which arc becom- 55 row be selectively routable to some other row in the 
ing q* cheap), and the fact that any possible function next column. A connection to all posslble rows need not 
can k programmed into it, whereas with the other k provided, only enough to allow a rich intcrconnec- 
approach any function not included in the design (such non architecture for a wide variety of possible algo- 
as ~ g o n o w v i c  functions, for example) would have to rithms. Assuming that the modules are plugged into a 
be aPPrOximated by using a considerable number of 60 passive backplane which provides only connecting 
s h p l a  functions. Another advantage is that the unary wires (as is the common practice in both general-pur- 
(smgle argument) look-up table is not needed since its pose and special purpose electronic eqmpment and 
PurpoSe is subsumed by the binary (two argument) computers), then some input selectors must be added to 
look-up table. The precision needed in the final results the modules. Since it was deduced above that each card 

&cause of the greater dynamic range produced by such a), a different selector should choose which of several 
operations as multiplying, intermediate results need inputs should be fed to each of the two convolvers. 
greater precision (preferably 16 bits) since only fued- Selectors built from standard logic circmts are available 

-_ - 

- - 
P e n d i n g  patmt application). 

1 of these functmrn for typical images is about 8 bits. 65 should have two input channels (to the two convolv- 
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for 2.4, 8 or 16 alternatives. Since a 12-bit data path has 
been chosen. the number of wires to be selected is 12 
times 2 inputs times the number of alternative inputs to 
the selector. For 8 alternatives. this is 192 wires, which 
is a reasonable maximum for single input to a single 
circuit board. Furthermore, examination of possible 
algorithms indicates that a choice among 8 inputs pro- 
vides sufficient flexibility to make efficient use of each 

two different binary functions, so that the programming 
time is a few seconds rather than many tens of seconds. 
The look-up table for each different neighborhood com- 
parison operator is similarly programmed in a 2K DMA 

5 transfer. The  convolver weights, input selection, and 
other miscellaneous data are programmed in an 80- 
word DMA burst for each module needing reprogram- 
ming. 

module in the array. Note that the outputs of the two 
selectors 10 and 11 may be selected as the output B by 10 MODULE INTERCONNECTION 
the selector 16. 

The outputs of the two convolvers 12, 13 are hard- 
wired to the two inputs of the binary function 15, its 
output is hardwired to the input of the neighborhood 
comparison operator 14, and its output forms the output 
A of the module. (The convolvers and the neighbor- 
hood comparison operator include the line buffers 
needed to enable them to operate on 3-by-3 windows.) 
To allow a significant increase in programming flexibil- 
ity at a minor cost in terms of increased hardware, an 
additional selector 16 provides the B output. This out- 
put selector 16 passes any one of the intermediate values 
produced in the module (inputs to the convolvers as 
selected by the input switches, the convolver outputs, 
the binary function output, or the neighborhood com- 
parison operator output). The pipeline delay (including 
extra l i e  buffers) is equalized on this output to match 
the A output which passes through delay in a convolver 
and delay in a neighborhood operator. (This is an im- 
portant feature of the invention; there is automatic 
delay equalization as the signals propagate through the 
stages of the pipeline.) 
All data paths between modules and between opera- 

tors and functions within a module, consist of 12 bits 
each. In order to have one more bit of precision when 
negative numbers are not needed, each operator on 
each module can treat these quantities either as un- 
signed integers or as positive or negative two’scomple- 
m a t  integers, as specified by the programming infor- 
mation. Since the binary functions are completely pro- 
grammable, the representation in these integers is up to 
the programmer. 

In cases where not all of the operations in a particular 
module are needed, it is, of course, possible to program 
any of them to be identity operations. For a convolver, 
this means using unity for the center weight and zero 
for the others, for the binary function it means having 
the contents of the table look-up be the same as one of 
its inputs (with unity slope for interpolation), and-for 
the neighborhood comparison operator it means passing 
the center value in all cases. 

The present system is capable of pipelie processing 
data at rates of up to 8,000,000 pixels per second (in each 
of the parallel paths through the module interconnec- 
tion network). It will handle images with up to slightly 
more than 2000 pixels per line. (The latter limit is deter- 
mined by the size of the line buffers. There is no limit on 
the number of lines in a frame.) 

The system is programmed from a host computer (not 
shown) through a direct memory access (DMA) inter- 
face (also not shown). This will permit each binary 
function (which uses a quarter-megabyte look-up table) 
to be programmed in under 200 milliseconds. The bi- 
nary functions on all system modules which are to be 
loaded with the same function can be programmed 
simultaneously in two 64K 16-bit DMA transfers. n i s  
is a great benefit, since a system array with several 
hundred modules would likely only have a dozen or 

The system modules are connected in a two-dimen- 
sional pattern chosen so that the switch selections inside 
the modules produce flexibility in programming. The 
outputs from the modules in each column in the pattern 

15 are connected to the inputs of modules in the next col- 
umn, so that the main data flow is considered to be from 
left to right. In this way, synchronism is achieved, since 
all of the modules in a given column (except for the 
wraparound of rows discussed below) are processing 

20 corresponding pixels at the same time. Different rows of 
modules correspond to parallel data paths, but these 
different paths can communicate with each other be- 
cause of the branching of the connections from one 
column to the next. 

In the branching patterns considered, the A outputs 
from modules in one column connect only to A inputs 
in the next column, and B outputs connect only to B 
inputs, as shown in FIG. 3. (Although this restriction is 
not necessary, it seems to be convenient.) A fanout of 

30 four has been tried, with the number of rows upwards 
from output to input being - 1.0, 2, 7 for A and - 5 .  0, 
I,  3 for B. An alternate pattern considered was - 1,0, 2, 
6 for A and -2, 0, 1, 2 for B. The former of these, at 
least, works fairly well for simple algorithms, but a 

35 fanout of only four is quite restrictive for more compli- 
cated algorithms. Therefore, a fanout of eight is pre- 
ferred. That is, each A or B output branches to eight 
different inputs, and thus the A and B inputs on a mod- 
ule each receive eight signals, one of which is selected 

40 in the module, as described above. The fanout pattern 
chosen, at least initially, is - 3, - 1.0, 1, 2. 3.4, 8 for A 
and -2, - 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 5,  9 for B. This pattern is shown 
in FIG. 3. (It should be noted that the fanout pattern has 
more C O M C C ~ ~ O ~ S  going to upper rows than lower 

45 rows. This helps to take advantage of the two-dimen- 
sional toroidal topology referred to hereinbefore and 
described in more detail below.) 

Each column may be considered to wrap around a 
toroid of either form shown in FIG. 4 to form a loop. 

50 and the fanout pattern shown in FIG. 3 is cycled invari- 
antly around the loops. This feature is convenient for 
algorithms that just barely fit, since crossing the bound- 
ary that otherwise would exist at the top and bottom 
may help in making the necessary connections. More 

55 importantly, each row also wraps around to form a loop 
in the direction of the main data flow along rows of 
modules. The fanout pattern continues cyclically 
around these loops also, except that after one particular 
column there are switches that can break each connec- 

60 tion between the output of a module and the fanout to 
the next column, so that outputs can be extracted from 
the particular column and inputs can be inserted in the 
next column of the two-dimensional toroidal array. This 
row wraparound feature is important for efficient cod- 

65 ing of algorithms that vary greatly in the width and 
length of data paths that they require, since an algo- 
rithm that requires a long path can spiral around several 
times. using only a many parallel data paths at any 

25 
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point as it needs. The upward bias of the fanout helps io 
spiraling the paths in one dinction in order to avoid 
collisions. A simple example of this is shown in FIG. 6. 
( S i  00 different pIlsses around, the pixels have been 
delayed by diffaent amounts, ordinnrily data from 
thescdifferrnt pathsshouldnotbecombinedwithesch 
Other.) 

The two map-around features combiard cause the 
intacoMections of the modules to have the topology of 
a torus as noted hereinbefore and shown in FIG. 4. In 
prrrctice, thac is a cut around the tom at OM place 
(shown by dotted line) to allow inputs (from huge 
buffers or n cameras) and outputs (to image buffem) 
to k sdectively CoDlYcted. under CoBtrol of the boat 
-uta- 

A typical systan bmfive cohrmnsaud about 16rows. 
Thus, it is possible to code algorithms that vary fmm 
requiring a datapa& 16 modulcswidepnd 5 moduks 
long to requiriug a data path one module wide and 80 
modules 10% withont having to w separate passes 
throughtheSyStCmOnscp.rrtcframctims. 

OpERAlIoNAL EXAMPLES 
Ill all of the examples shown in this section, details of 

weight!? in the convolvers arc B S J d  to be mtegcr!3 
and theshifts forurlinpafcomittcd. In practice appro- 
priate shifts must be included to prevent fixed-point 
overnow and to p m m t  cuxssive loss of SigdicamX in 
the 12-bit data. (The figures in this section all illustrate 
the components in ach module according to FIG. I) 

Many low-lml vision and ialagc-processing algo- 
rithms can be performed. These include such things as 

tion of c o r n  and vcrticcs, bridging gaps in lines, 

the pr0b-ig-h as the frrtors Of q W -  
titia-arc omitted for simplicity. For mmple, the 

filterin&daation Of edges by various methods daec- 

ShrinLinglincsQteCtlon - o f t h e m ~ o f l i n c s ,  
compwkm of different images to detect Changes or 
motion, simple texture measurrmenf stereo tuea corn 
lation, and utimation of surface color. Some of these, 
such as compkated v c ~ u r  daectors or stcrro correla- 
tion, would require many modules. However, for sim- 
p w t y  only a few algorithm that can be done in a small 
number of modules will be given as examples hen. 

The fint example is the Sobel edge detector plus 
thinning, which requires only one module, as shown in 
FIG. 5. The two convolvers U and 13 compute the two 
components of the gradient (Merent weights UT POJsi- 
ble here, the ones shown arc for the tnae Sobel opera- 
tor), the binary fuoction U thm computes the ma.& 
tudt ofthe gradient? pnd the mighborfiood comparisoa 
aperator 14 h d s  the ridges (- maxima), 
so that the resultkg nonzero Val= arc only OM pixcl 
wide. Ifthe direction of the edge also is w;mted another - convolver weights but with the dopbleJrgUmcnt 
module in parallel with this OM could be Irscd, with the 

input is sclectcd for the two convolven. Le., inputs A 
and B arc made the same. This is done in abtccedinP 

=--gent asthe birury hmction. Note th.t the- 

10 
applied to sa~oothed data. FIG. 6 shows six iterations of 
convolving with the averaging function for smoothing, 
which results in a fairly good approximation to smooth- 
ing with a Gawsian function with a standard deviation 

5 of 2 pixels. The Laplaciaa (L) and the Hessian (H) of the 
result arc then computed, and two neighborhood com- 
parison operaton and one arithmetic function are wd 
to find the zeto crossings of the Laplacian. Letters are 
wd to rcprrsent the following: 

10 I Identify operator 
A Upper input to function (output of A convolver) 
B Lower input to fuaction (output of B convolver) 
Z If at least one neighbor tests opposite to the center 

pixel OII th <o test. output is the center pixel; 
othawbe. output is the maximum posiile positive 
value (2ll- 1) 

V Valley opaator: If any of the patterns shown or 
their rotations exists: where > means "greater than 
center" and blanlr means "don't care," output is a 

first neighborhood comparison operator produces 
approxiatate zaocrossings; the other two stcps force 
thrm to be only OM pixel wide, by choosing the pixels 
closcst to zero.) 

sevaal variations arc possible in this exampk. Better 
3-by-3 qpmximations to the derivative operators are 
available thrn the simple ones shown here. and different 
smoothing opaators could be used. Slightly more 
moothing could be done without using more than two 

30 rows Since the extra two columns on the second time 

15 

to constant otherwise, output is z e r ~  

25 
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module (not shown) where the output sclccto; selects L 60 
the output B the output A. 

The next example is the computation of the zero 
crmings of the 4lac ian (the trace of the determinant 
of the matrix of second derivatives) often used in edge 
detection and s t m o  correlation and the Hessian (the 65 
determinant of the matrix of second derivatives, some- 
times called the Gaussian curvature) often used in cor- 
ner and vertex detection. These operaton are ordinarily 

am& could be used. considerably heavier smoothing 
could be done by Wing more rows. If sumcient modules 
are not available, it is, of course, possible to perform 
some of the computations on one pass through the sys- 
tan, to save the results in an image buffer, and then to 
perform the rrmaining computations on a subsequent 
framc time. However, if substantial reprogramming of 
the system is needed to do this, considerably more time 
than one frame tiw may be needed. If the computations 
to be performed on subsequent passes an identical, as 
they would be in this exampk for the smoothing. no 
reprogramming is needed. 

BINARY FUNCTION WITH LINER 
INTERPOLATION 

The various binary and unary arithmetic Finctions 
indicated in the examples are carried out by a binary 
funCtion implemented as a look-up table with linear 
intapohtion, which will now be described with refer- 
ence to FIG. 7. It is designed to handle 12-bit A and B 
inputs with a memory having a l6-bit address input for 
the two inputs. 

The need for a 12-bit data path was discussed above. 
Given this, the design of the liucar interpolation hard- 
warc is co- by commercially available compo- 
nents. There is only one type of memory chip which 
offas the 120-nanosccond cycle times needed for real- 
time pipeline pmccsSing and the density which makes a 
single circuit card for the module feasible-the 64K 
CMOS static memory chip. These arc organized as 8K 
by 8; thus blocks of memory using these chips must 
have an output which is a multiple of 8 bits. Since a 
12-bit function value plus two slopes for interpolating 
both arguments must be looked up in this memory, one 
has a reasonable choice between a 24-bit-wide table (12 
plus two &bit slopes), a 32-bit-wide table (12 plus two 
labit slopes), or @bit-wide table (12 plus two 14-bit 
slopes). A reasonable compromise between the size of 
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the table and the precision of the result for nonlinear the same or different row, thereby enabling the pro- 
functions calls for interpolating the least significant 4 gramming of selected computing paths, whereby said 
bits of each argument, requiring a total of 16 bits to data stream may be processed in accordance with a 
address the table. A 16-bit value can take on 64K possi- predetermined processing algorithm, said data stream 
bilities, so the table must be organized as 64K by 24.32, 5 flowing essentially in one selected data path generally 
or 40. The choice between these three possibilities is through the same or different rows wherein said data 
determined by the maximum slope which one wants to stream may undergo serial processing at each column of 
allow for the stored function. To maintain 1-bit accu- said computing modules, and further wherein said data 
racy over the 4-bit interpolation range (16 values), the stream may undergo branching to other data paths to 
slope in the look-up table must be able to take on values 10 undergo parallel processing, where another data path 
as low as 1/16 (a change of one bit over the interpola- may converge with said one data path as required by 
tion range). This means 4 bits to the right of the binary said processing algorithm, and means for connecting 
point. Thus, the remaining bits in the slope are to the left directly said computing modules located in the Nth 
of the binary point and represent slopes greater than column to at least one selected module located in the 
unity. One of these remaining bits must be reserved for 15 first column, whereby a programmed data path in the 
the sign of the slope. A &bit slope will then have one algorithm to be executed which requires more than N 
significant bit to the left of the binary point, for a maxi- modules to complete may proceed from one module in 
mum slope of 2 (actually 1 15/16, all  ones). A 10-bit the Nth column to an input of a module in the first 
slope can represent slopes as high as 32, and a 14-bit column and different row such that said programmed 
slope can represent values as high as 5 12. Since mapping 20 data path may pass through said array more than one 
12-bit values onto 12-bit values implies average slopes time, whereby a wide range of processing algorithms 
of about 1 for monotonic functions and 2 for symmetric requiring different path lengths and branching require- 
functions, a maximum of 4 e r n s  very limiting. On the ments may be accommodated wherein said modules are 
other hand, a slope of 512 would allow the entire 4096 each comprised of two convolvers and two selectors for 
value range of the 12-bit output to be overtlowed well 25 selecting separate inputs to each convolver, a binary 
within a single interpolation interval, which seems function operator responsive to the outputs of said con- 
rather excessive. Thus, a 32-bit-wide table is chosen. volvers for generating a function of one or two vari- 

These considerations lead to the unique table-look-up ables, a neighborhood comparison operator responsive 
design of FIG. 7. The eight most significant bits of each to the output of said binary function operator for pro- 
function argument are used to address a 64K by 32 30 ducing a module output, and said output selector con- 
look-up table 20. Twelve of the output bits represent the nected to produce as a second output the output of any 
function value at each of the 64K values. The remaining one of said components including said input selectors 
twenty bits represent two slopes, each ten-bit signed and said neighborhood comparison operator. 
(two’s complement for negative) values, with 4 bits to 2. A pipelined video image prWessor as defined in 
the right of the binary point. Each of these slopes is 35 claim 1 wherein said binary function operator is com- 
multiplied in multipliers 21 and 22 by the four least prised of a look-up table for two arguments, which may 
significant bits of the appropriate function argument, be used with only one argument by making the stored 
and the two products are added in a binary adder 23. function change only with change in one of the argu- 
The four least significant bits of the result are discarded, ments, thereby omitting the other argument. 
and the remaining portion (ten significant bits plus du- 40 3. A pipelined video image processor as defined in 
plicated sign bit for two’scomplement arithmetic) are claim 2 wherein said table is addressed by the most 
added in a binary adder 24 to the 12-bit function value significant N bits of the output of each convolver, each 
looked UP in the table to produce the final interpolated convolver output having N+K bits, and the output of 
output. said table includes in separate groups of bits the function 

Although particular embodiments of the invention 45 value and the slope of the function for each argument 
have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog- for interpolation. 
k e d  that modifications and variations may readily 4. A pipelined video image processor as defined in 
OCCUT to those skilled in the art. Consequently, it is claim 3 including means for multiplying the K bits of 
intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such each argument by the slopes of the respective argument, 
modifications and variations. M and means for adding the two products to the function 

What is claimed is: value, thereby interpolating the function value of N+ K 
1. A pipelined Video image processor having an input bits obtained by addressing said look-up table by N bits 

and an output for processing a pixel data stream com- of each argument. 
prising a two-dimensional array of computing modules, 5. A pipelined video image processor as defined in 
each mdule  having at least one input and one output, 55 claim 4 wherein said means for adding includes a first 
disposed in N columns and M rows, and each module adder for adding the two products together and a sec- 
having at least a first selector adapted to selectably ond adder for adding the sums of said two products to 
interconnect at least said one output of a module to said the function value read from the look-up table. 

’ 

input of at least one module in a s u c c d i g  column of * * * I *  

60 
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